Imaging strategy for acute stroke patients, a review of literature
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Abstract

Background: This review article focused on the utilization and impact of current neuroimaging techniques for the patient with acute stroke, emphasizing how imaging builds upon clinical assessment to establish diagnosis or etiology and guide therapeutic decisions.

When requesting imaging examinations in patients with stroke symptoms; it is crucial to evaluate four significant parameters of stroke; parenchyma, vessels, perfusion, and penumbra. Evaluation of all these four parameters, in their right request are essential to grasp the explanation and potential therapy decisions for stroke in a specific patient. Extensive neurovascular imaging conventions utilizing multimodality CT (NCCT, CT Angiography, and CT Perfusion) or multimodality MRI (DWI-perfusion mismatch or DWI-FLAIR mismatch, and MR Angiography) might be utilized to evaluate the acute stroke patients and provide all the needed data for treatment of them inside minutes after the patient lands at the emergency clinic. Using this approach will help to discriminate between hemorrhagic and ischemic stroke as presence of frank intracerebral hemorrhage contraindicates reperfusion treatment, permits the choice of patients with large vessel occlusion for endovascular treatment and answer the important “tissue clock” within 6 hours from symptom and even with late-presenting (> 6 h) or wake-up stroke.

Conclusions: As patients with acute cerebral stroke might be critically ill, the initial imaging scanning for acute stroke patients should be constrained to the procurement of useful data only, considering the accessible therapeutic options at a given place at any given time.
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1. Background

Cerebrovascular strokes usually subdivided into two major types: ischemic due to insufficient blood flow to the brain and hemorrhagic due to bleeding[1]. Recently, a major change in the management of acute stroke has occurred, from a hopeful bedside “keep a watch out” disposition towards dynamic treatment[2]. Stroke recovery teams have worked cautiously and altogether to reduce the door-to-needle time from emergency clinic admission to the organization of intravenous thrombolitics with recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (iv-rtPA) for acute stroke patients as the treatment adequacy is time-dependent, hence the saying "time is brain" [3].

The utilization of advanced neuroimaging strategies; Multimodality CT [Non-contrast CT (NCCT), CT Angiography (CTA), and Perfusion CT (CTP)] or Multimodality MRI [utilizing Diffusion-Weighted Imaging (DWI)- MRI perfusion (PWI) mismatch or DWI- Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) mismatch] permits the choice of patients with...
large vessel occlusion for endovascular treatment (EVT) and might be utilized to evaluate the “tissue clock” within 6 hours from symptom and even with late-presenting (> 6 h) or wake-up stroke (WUS)[2, 4].

2. Main text

When requesting imaging examinations in patients with stroke symptoms; it is crucial to evaluate four significant parameters of stroke; parenchyma, vessels, perfusion, and penumbra[5]. Thought and estimation of all these four parameters, in their right request, are essential to grasp the explanation and potential therapy decisions for stroke in a specific patient. Extensive neurovascular imaging conventions utilizing CT and/or MRI would now have the option to check all these parameters within minutes after the patient lands at the emergency clinic[6, 7].

2.1. I-Parenchyma

Imaging of the brain gives data that can guide patient management by:

2.1.1. Identifying the lesion “Is it a stroke”.

It is essential to identify the nature of the lesion to be either ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke or due to other lesions that can cause the same clinical picture of stroke; like the trauma of the craniocerebral and cervical regions, meningitis, and encephalitis, intracranial lesions like masses or subdural hematoma. It also may be due to metabolic causes; hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia, ischemia following cardiac arrest, and drug/narcotic overdose[8].

2.1.2. Determining the type of stroke.

Initially, it is important to discriminate between hemorrhagic and ischemic stroke as presence of frank intracerebral hemorrhage contraindicates reperfusion treatment.

2.1.2.1. Hemorrhagic stroke:

CT is the standard method in detecting intra cerebral hemorrhage (ICH). A spot sign at CT angiography which is a focus of enhancement inside a hematoma due to active contrast media extravasation helps to predict the danger of hematoma extension[9].

Nowadays MRI has been progressively utilized in the evaluation of acute stroke patients. However, MRI must have the option to identify early hemorrhage to be utilized as a single imaging investigation used before treatment for example, thrombolysis. Gradient T2*- weighted MRI sequences (including Gradient-recalled echo (GRE) and susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI) sequences) are similarly sensitive for the detection of acute intracerebral hemorrhage as a diffuse signal loss (hypointensity). SWI and GRE can show ICH in patients scanned somewhere in the range of 2.5 and 5 hours from the onset of symptoms (Figure 1) [10].
DWI-b0 EPI image that is obtained with DWI sequence show signal loss similar to that in T2*-weighted GRE sequence, so DWI-b0 image may thus be useful in the detection of hemorrhage without the requirement for additional examining time (Figures 1&2) [11].

![Figure 2 (a&b) (a) T2*WI and (b) DWI-b0 showed hypo intense signal signifying acute Rt. Posterior parietal hematoma.](image)

Both DWI b0 image and GRE sequences are less sensitive for identifying subarachnoid hemorrhages (SAH), which is best depicted on FLAIR images [12]. FLAIR shows acute and sub-acute SAH as a high signal against a dark CSF [13].

2.1.3. Localizing the stroke “Where is it?”

Exact confinement of ischemia is not vital, yet deciding responses to the accompanying two inquiries is valuable in the indicative assessment of stroke:

Is the ischemic lesion located in the anterior [i.e., carotid, middle cerebral artery (MCA), or anterior cerebral artery (ACA)] or posterior (i.e., vertebrobasilar) circulation? This data is significant in figuring out which circulation to image. The ACA usually has a great collateral flow from its paired contra lateral vessel, and thus lone ACA infarcts are uncommon (0.6% of all infarcts) [14]. Brain stem circulation lacks collateral protection, so even small brain stem infarcts can produce extreme deficits. Because of the beam-hardening artifact, Non-contrast brain CT (NCCT) and CTP is very constrained in the location of posterior fossa infarcts, which are every now and again observed with MRI [15].

2.1.4. Is the ischemic incident cortical or subcortical?

2.1.5. Quantifying the lesion “How large is it?”

2.1.6. Determining the age of the lesion “How old is it?”

NCCT stays a first-line imaging procedure in the assessment of suspected acute stroke as it is a reliable, universally available, and cost-effective means of assessment. It is utilized to quickly assess for any mimics of acute stroke and to identify proof of an ICH which would contra-indicate IV rtPA treatment.

The findings of early ischemic stroke demonstrate on NCCT as “diminished attenuation of tissue, loss of gray-white matter differentiation, and focal swelling which can lead to the effacement of the sulci or mass effect”. In MCA infarct, early recognition of the loss of tissue attenuation can be seen in the basal ganglia, especially in the lentiform nucleus. Loss of gray-white differentiation at the insular cortex can be also early seen with MCA territory infarction which is known as the “insular ribbon sign”. A hyper dense thrombus in a blocked artery can be directly visualized early in NCCT, known as the “dense vessel sign” [16](Figure 3). These findings are usually subtle and difficult to be seen in NCCT in early stroke, narrow window settings can be utilized to recognize them [17].

Within minutes of the onset of ischemic events, standard MRI spin-echo sequences show loss of normal vascular flow void phenomena, however identifying ischemia in the first few hours after onset can’t rely on the conventional T2-weighted sequences (T2WI) [18]. Published data suggest that FLAIR images are more sensitive than that of T2WI to subtle increases in bulk water observed in the setting of acute cerebral infarction[19]. Conspicuity of infarct lesions are more clearly seen with FLAIR images in comparison with that appeared with conventional T2WI. Also, ischemic lesions
at areas of T2 prolongation (at the brain-CSF interfaces) are better seen with FLAIR sequences than conventional T2WI as at these sites, the signal alteration can easily be hidden because of partial volume artifact with CSF on conventional T2WI. Occluded arteries can be seen in FLAIR sequences as hyper intense or iso-intense to brain parenchyma (Figure 3) [20].

**Figure 3** [a-d] (a) Axial NCCT brain shows hyper dense left MCA sign (white arrow). (b): Axial T2WI shows no definite brain signal abnormalities in Lt. Hemisphere. (c&d) FLAIR MRI show hyper intense Lt. MCA sign with effacement of cortical sulci and faint hyper intense area in the Lt. temporo-parietal region in a case with Rt. sided hemiplegia of 5-hours duration.

With hyper acute ischemic infarction there is diminished free diffusion caused by cytotoxic edema, this leads to diminished apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and increased signal on DWI (Figure 4).

**Figure 4** (a) DWI-b1000, a large zone of hyper intense signal (restricted diffusion) in the Lt. temporo-parietal region. (b) ADC Map shows hypo intense signal of the same lesion (same case as in figure 3).

The area of diffusion restriction represents the “core” or irreversible damage which can extend over 24 hours if there is no reperfusion of conceivably salvageable brain tissue[16]. During the hyper acute stage, DWI recognizes a lesion that is absent on T2WI or FLAIR images, this frequently happens in patients whose brains are imaged within 6 to 12 hours of the start of symptoms[21].

Overall lesion conspicuity on DWI is better than that on both FLAIR and T2WI images even after the passage of the initial 48-hour time from the beginning of ischemic stroke symptoms. Consequently, DWI stays beneficial outside the hyperacute/acute period. The improved conspicuity is because of a higher lesion to background signal intensity ratio, which results from the concealment of signal from freely mobile water protons[22].

Symptoms of stroke appear in a significant number (between 8 and 28%) of patients when they wake (WUS) or with unwitnessed time of onset, this subgroup is commonly summarized as wakeup strokes. The actual time of the start of symptoms is not known in these patients, and symptom onset is estimated from the moment when the patient was most recently seen well. Thus, most WUS patients are not qualified for IV-rtPA or EVT. Imaging may assist in identifying WUS patients who would get profit from therapy and exclude patients with already extreme ischemia [23].
In acute ischemic stroke (AIS), a positive DWI and negative FLAIR, or DWI-FLAIR mismatch, can be utilized to confirm the onset of stroke is within 4.5 hours. This is on the grounds that the tissue damage which causes FLAIR abnormality has not yet happened inside that window. The theory of DWI-FLAIR mismatch can be utilized to recognize potential thrombolysis candidates when there is an unknown symptom onset or a “wake-up” stroke[24].

DWI could identify acute lesions in patients who have multiple chronic ischemic lesions. T2WI and FLAIR sequences could not differentiate acute from chronic ischemic lesions because all lesions will appear with similar hyper intense signal. DWI together with T2WI gives a method for defining the age of lesions (Figure 5). Similarly, DWI could recognize the new expansion of old ischemic lesions, while expansions of previously settled infarcts are as often as possible hard to recognize on T2WI or FLAIR images as a result of the similarity in signal characteristics [25].

**Figure 5 (a-d):** Multiple ischemic infarctions of variable chronological ages mostly embolic in nature. (a&b) Axial T2WI; (c&d) Axial DWI-b1000. (1) Old ischemic infarctions at left pontine isthmus, right periventricular region exhibiting dark signals in DWI b1000 with hyper intense signal in T2WI. (2) Hyper acute ischemic infarction in the left parietal region exhibiting bright signal in DWI b1000, not visualized in T2WI.

However, MR imaging is not accessible 24 hours consistently 7 days out of each week in many stroke centers. MR imaging is additionally susceptible to patient motion. MR imaging, despite its exactness, can possibly take additional time than un-enhanced CT within the acute stroke workflow[15].

### 2.2. II- Vessels

Vessels is one of the most important parameters to be imaged while assessing patients with AIS, as the findings will help to address inquiries regarding the mechanism of the stroke, whether thrombotic, embolic, or hemodynamic, and the danger of future occasions by; (1) Defining occlusive arterial disease (Is there blockage?), (2) Locating the site of occlusion in extra-cranial or intra-cranial vessels (Where? Carotid? Vertebrobasilar? Intra-cranial? Extra-cranial? Other?), (3) Determining the pathology (atherosclerosis? dissection? other?), and (4) Detecting other vascular lesions "malformation, aneurysm, arterial compression, venous thrombosis". This data will help decide the decision of treatment, particularly IV-rTPA or EVT or surgical intervention to prevent future strokes[26].

Currently, non-invasive vascular imaging is generally utilized in the diagnostic examination of AIS, especially when endovascular therapy is planned. The significant objectives of CTA and Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) are to identify proximal vessel occlusion, evaluate collateral circulation, and to help in getting ready for EVT [16].
Therefore, invasive cerebral angiography can be saved for those patients who fulfill the clinical and radiological criteria of submission to subsequent intraarterial thrombolysis and who have a significant more prominent probability to profit by such treatment[27] (Figures 6-8).

Figure 6 (a-c); (a&amp;b) 3D TOF MRA show non visualized Lt. MCA M3 branches, associated absent A1 segment of Rt. ACA (normal variant) and Dolichoectasia of basilar artery (c) DWI b1000 shows a bright signal of acute infarction in the Lt. posterior parietal region.

Figure 7 (a-d); (a&amp;b) 3D TOF MRA show occluded Lt. ICA with no flow through Lt. MCA, a plaque at Rt. ICA and a stenotic segment at Lt. PCA. (c) DWI b1000 shows a bright signal in the distribution of left MCA. (d) T2WI shows no abnormal signal in the same area with a bright signal encephalomalacic area at the left occipital region.

Figure 8 (a-c); (a) 3D TOF MRA shows thrombosis of the A1 segment of Rt. ACA, with stenosis at M1 segment of Lt. MCA. (b&amp;c) DWI-b1000, showing acute infarction in the territory of Rt. ACA, exhibiting bright signal with old infarction in the Lt. parieto-occipital region exhibiting hypo intense signal.

But why CTA or MRA when conventional catheter-based angiography is truly at its best today? The term conventional angiography is synonymous today with very sophisticated catheter techniques, high-resolution digital subtraction image acquisition technology, and a wide choice of safe contrast media, as well as a considerable amount of collective know-how and experience. So why try to supplant such an excellent method, which is viewed as the gold standard in
vascular imaging? The appropriate response is obvious. Catheter angiography, even in the best hands, stays intrusive with potential hazards of morbidity and even mortality [14, 28].

Discovery of vessel occlusion with Doppler ultrasonography is time-consuming, profoundly reliant on examiner experience, and may technically not be conceivable, though CTA and MRA can provide this data. Compared with conventional angiography and Doppler sonography, CTA and MRA have the advantages of not being operator dependent [29].

2.3. III-Perfusion

The primary objective of perfusion imaging is to discriminate between “penumbra” and the ischemic “core. The perfusion demonstrates the entire cerebral blood flow (CBF) landing at a specific brain area at a given moment in time, both by means of normal routes and recruited collateral. It is not adequate to know at what level the "vessels" are occluded: it is the individual variety in collateral, vascular autoregulation, and resulting net perfusion that means brain survival or infarction. An ICA or MCA occlusion in one patient might be a coincidental finding if there are associated good collaterals; however, in the other, it might prompt an overwhelming or deadly infarction. The distinction lies in the time course of occlusion and the potential collateral pathways, not the site of vessel occlusion per se [6].

Both Perfusion CT (CTP) and MRI perfusion (PWI) are obtained through the injection of a tracked bolus of IV contrast with sequential scanning of a volume of brain parenchyma during the injection. The determined maps for perfusion scanning include cerebral blood volume, cerebral blood flow, mean transit time, and time-to-max (Tmax) or time-to-peak contrast concentration. The mismatch between the total area of critically hypoperfused tissue and the ischemic core is utilized to assess the penumbra [30].

MRI perfusion can show equivalent data as CT-perfusion and when it is based on the utilization of contrast MRI perfusion has impressive preferences particularly in getting absolute measures of perfusion. It is likewise conceivable to apply perfusion sequences without the utilization of contrast, i.e., arterial spin labeling (ASL) techniques. ASL has demonstrated as solid as difference contrast-enhanced perfusion techniques in identifying zones with decreased perfusion in acute brain ischemia and with the broader utilization of 3T MRI technology, the resolution has improved [7]. With MRI, the greatest advantage is that the ischemic core is dependably represented by the acutely infarcted area on DWI scanning. In contrast, the core is indirectly evaluated in CTP either utilizing thresholds of cerebral blood volume (CBV) or the use of decline in CBF compared to normal tissue [31].

Perfusion imaging gives a response to a major inquiry before the initiation of therapy: Is the ischemic brain parenchyma already reperfused, inadequately perfused, or totally avascular? [32].

The presence of arterial occlusion with diminished CBV suggests sudden arterial occlusion prompting ongoing infarction; the presence of arterial occlusion with increased CBV suggests gradually progressive chronic arterial occlusion, giving collaterals the opportunity to create and causing ischemia without ongoing infarction yet with the danger of future stroke; while absence of arterial occlusion with normal CBV suggests small arterial occlusion or early reperfusion of the occluded artery [33].

2.3.1. Reperfusion

The brain’s reaction to acute cerebral ischemia is to activate mechanisms to lyse the clot. Spontaneous thrombolysis occurs in the first 24 hours in approximately 20% of studied cases. Perfusion MRI can play an especially important job in identifying reperfusion, since DWI and T2WI may still be either normal or abnormal in such areas [34].

Identifying proof of reperfusion is significant for two therapeutic reasons; First, if reperfusion has happened, then thrombolytic therapy should be avoided. Second, other types of treatment, such as hypertensive therapy, might also be contraindicated, since once reperfusion has occurred there appears to be an increased risk of hemorrhagic transformation [35].

2.4. IV-Penumbra

The penumbra is eventually the most significant in ischemic stroke and it is the focus of all the previous parameters. One working meaning of the penumbra is brain tissue that is ischemic but not yet infarcted, in other words it is characterized as hypoperfused yet potentially salvageable brain tissue and is therefore in danger for additional harm except if the flow is quickly restored. The present treatment strategies are not expected to reverse infarction that has already happened, however, detection of a PWI/DWI mismatch gives us a sensible objective for potential intervention.
No single imaging feature can define the penumbra but can be obtained through the integration of each of the three former parameters: the site of vessel occlusion (the vessels), the extent and degree of oligemia at that moment (perfusion), and the mismatch between this perfusion defect and the brain already infarcted (parenchyma)[36].

There are different possible patterns of combined PWI and DWI lesion, which have been classified as "penumbral" and "non-penumbral" patterns based on the mismatch between PWI and DWI lesion volume in hyper acute stroke patients [37]. The defined patterns are as follows; (Pattern 1) PWI deficit that is larger than DWI imaging deficit, a so-called PWI-DWI mismatch, this suggests the presence of at risk hypoperfused tissue (ischemic penumbra), which may be salvageable with the therapeutic restoration of blood flow (reperfusion therapy e.g., thrombolysis) up to 6 hours after stroke beginning [38]. (Pattern 2) PWI and DWI deficits of similar size, this implies that there is no mismatch with no surrounding tissue at risk and those patients are in need for neuroprotective therapy only as there is no tissue at risk that needs thrombolysis. (Pattern 3) DWI deficit only but no PWI deficit and this means that early reperfusion had happened before scanning but after the beginning of irreversible tissue damage. The patients of patterns 3 would not be expected to benefit from thrombolytic or revascularization therapies, with the additional dangers of such treatment, but may be candidates for neuroprotective strategies only. (Pattern 4) Neither PWI nor DWI lesions despite clinical deficit and this is associated with TIAs. The patients of this pattern were not in need for acute interventional therapy [37].

3. Conclusion
As patients with acute cerebral stroke might be critically ill, the initial imaging scanning for acute stroke patients should be constrained to the procurement of useful data only, considering the accessible therapeutic options at a given place at any given time. It is essential to emphasize the role of the medical community in expanding the awareness of the population to the extreme importance of seeking medical care in a specialized cerebral stroke center as fast as possible once an ictus occurs. This is crucial in rescuing as much of the brain tissue as possible once the patient arrives during the window of opportunity; as during a stroke, every minute has a great value and rapid treatment can lessen the brain damage that stroke can cause.
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